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At the July 2 meeting…
Long Range Notable
Observing Events
Paul Derrick
Each of us could do a better job planning our
life. Things have a way of sneaking up on us and
finding us unprepared.
Paul Derrick gave this presentation at the 2010
Texas Star Party and will give it for us at the July
2 Houston Astronomical Society meeting. (Paul’s
article, based on the presentation was in the
June, 2010 GuideStar.) And, while you can’t ask
the article questions, you can follow up with
Paul when he appears in person. You will learn
about the next total solar eclipses — when is
the next one in the continental United States?
— when is the next one that is visible in Texas?
What about the 2012 Venus transit of the Sun?
Get ready to plan your future astronomical
events by attending the July meeting of the HAS.
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Rod Mollise—Cat Man
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Observatory Corner
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Black Holes No Joke
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Albireo—B and K Stars
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The Crab Nebula Jet
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HAS Web Page:
http://www.AstronomyHouston.org
See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar of
Events to confirm dates and times of all
events for the month, and check the Web
Page for any last minute changes.

Schedule of meeting activities:
All meetings are at the University of Houston
Science and Research building. See the inside
back page for directions to the location.
Novice meeting: ............................... 7:00 p.m.
Astronomical presentation of interest
to new observers
General meeting: ............................. 8:00 p.m
See last page for directions
and more information.
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2010 Star Party Dates




9/11 All Clubs with B-B-Que
10/9 All clubs annual picnic
12/4 HAS members only

Other Meetings...
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of
the month at 8:00 p.m. at the First Colony conference Center. Novice meeting begins at 7:00, regular meeting begins at 8:00. Web site:
http://www.fbac.org
Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in
the the Lunar and Planetary Institute on the 2nd
Friday of each month. Web site: www.jscas.net
North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on
the 4th Friday of each month in the Teaching Theatre of the Student Center at Kingwood College.Call
281-312-1650 or E-mailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu.
Web site: www.astronomyclub.org
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July/August
Check the web site:
www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Kay McCallum
kaym@mcclibrary.net

Calendar
Date

Time

Event

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:36 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Moon at last quarter
New Moon
Prime Night. Columbus Site
Moon at first quarter
Full Moon
Delta Aquarid meteors
Mars 1.8 degrees S.S.W. of Saturn

July
2
4
11
12
18
26
28
31

5:11 a.m.
8:36 p.m.
1:00 a.m.

August
3
6
7

12:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

8

2.00 a.m.

10
12

10:08 p.m.

16
19
20
24
31

1:14 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
5:00 a.m.
12:05 p.m.
7:00 a.m.

Moon at last quarter
HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Mercury at greatest elongation east
Prime Night, Columbus Site
Venus, Mars, and Saturn within
the same binocular field (4.81 deg.)
New Moon
Perseid meteors peak

The Houston Astronomical Society Web
page has information on the society, its
resources, and meeting information.
Want your astronomy work and name on
the Internet for the whole world to see?
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film,
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me
Email at kaym@mcclibrary.net.

Welcome New Members
Michael Barnard
Michael Sweeney

Moon at first quarter
Venus at greatest elongation east
Neptune at opposition
Full Moon
Venus, Mars, and Spica within
the same binocular field (4.19 deg.)

Send calendar events to Doug McCormick
- skygazer10@sbcglobal.net










GuideStar deadline


for the August 

issue




is July 15  

Follow the GuideStar on Twitter at:

GuideStar_HAS
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

Did you see the HAS meeting video?
Were you at the June HAS meeting? I was, but it wasn’t easy to get
there. It turns out that on the same Friday night as our meeting the
UH Hofheinz Pavilion was hosting graduation ceremonies for various high schools in the Houston area.
The Hofheinz Pavilion is across the street from the Science and
Research building in which the HAS meetings are held, so getting
to the meeting represented something of a challenge. Our president, Ken Miller will be coordinating with the university to make
sure that we can schedule our meeting around forthcoming U of H
activities.
That said, the meeting was recorded and is now available to anybody who missed it from the Internet. Members Warren Murdoch
and Siobhan Saragusa were responsible for corralling the technology required to get the video on the Internet.
The general meeting and some of the novice meeting can be
viewed at:
www.livestream.com/has2010
The plan is that this will be an ongoing enterprise and that future
meetings will be available this way as well. If you’re not subscribed
to the HAS List Server, go to the HAS web site
(www.astronomyhouston.org) to learn how to subscribe. You’ll get
emails with status updates.
I’ve set up a Twitter account @GuideStar_HAS and if you ‘follow’
that account you’ll get bits of information from me about goings
on with the HAS (and with me). Getting an account on Twitter is
free and there are plenty of astronomy related tweets to follow.
You’re not obliged to tweet (post messages) yourself, you can simply follow other people’s tweets.

Organizing Your Observing
It’s time to get my observing program more organized. This is a
tough time of the year to be out observing — heat, mosquitoes,
short nights, clouds, etc., so it’s important to make good use of the
time you have available.
Are you doing one of the Astronomical League lists? Some of these
lists (Messier, double star, Herschel, Arps, planetary) require that
you plan your observing so the objects on your list are on your
nightly observing list at the right time. There has been a lot of discussion on the list server of the product Skytools 3. (Check it out at

www.skyhound.com.) The discussion has
been focused on the product discount available to HAS members. Contact our treasurer
(see page 2) for information on how to order
this product with the HAS discount.
This is a wonderful tool for planning your
observing. Once your list is in Skytools you
input your observing location, your observing
date, and your observing time window and
Skytools will tell you what objects are available for you to observe on the night you
choose.
I’m a variable star observer and am concentrating on stars that are from 10th magnitude or so to 15th magnitude or so. Now that
I have the list of candidate stars in Skytools, I
can see which ones are available to me on
my observing night. I also check the
AAVSO.ORG web site to see which of the
stars need observations. If a quality observation has been done on a star recently, I skip
that star. So, my filter is stars that available
to be observed -> stars that are likely to be
dimmer than 10th magnitude and brighter
than 15th magnitude -> stars that need observations. My goal is to make sure that my
observations are contributing to the database in a way that adds valuable information.
For your program, your requirements may be
different. Make sure that you’ve planned
your observing program to optimize your
time and your value. You’ll get a lot more for
your effort than if you go out, set up, and
then try to decide what to observe.

Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill
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A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

Rod Mollise—Cat Man

I

f you ever want to know more about the catadioptric designed
telescopes, then you need to chat with Uncle Rod Mollise. I
joined his Schmidt Cassegrain Yahoo group about 4 months ago
and have learned so much including tips and tricks. For Christmas I
received his newest book, “Choosing and Using a New CAT”. I am
still reading and savoring each and every word. I really like the humor that he weaves through it all too. If you’re a telescope junkie
like me, then it’s a must read!
I hope you all enjoy
and learn from Uncle
Rod as you read along
here. Let’s check him
out.

The Uncle Rod
Mollise bio…
“Uncle” Rod Mollise
is familiar to amateur
astronomers as the
author of numerous
books and magazine
articles on every aspect of astronomy,
amateur and professional. He is most
well-known, however, for his books on
Schmidt Cassegrain Telescopes, SCTs, especially his latest one,
Choosing and Using a New CAT (Springer), which has become the
standard reference for these popular instruments.
Rod’s previous book, The Urban Astronomer’s Guide has also been
very popular. That’s no surprise, since it is designed to help the
majority of amateurs who must observe from light polluted urban
and suburban sites actually see deep sky wonders.
In addition to his books, Rod’s writing can be found in magazines
including Sky and Telescope, Sky and Telescope’s SKYWATCH, Night
Sky Magazine, Astronomy Technology Today, and others. Look for
Unk Rod on numerous online forums, too, especially his popular
blog, Uncle Rod’s Astro Blog. He is also one of the editors of the
acclaimed online double star magazine, The University of South

Alabama’s The Journal of Double Star Observations.
Uncle Rod is an engineer by profession,
working on the AEGIS shipbuilding program
in Pascagoula, Mississippi, where he serves
as the AEGIS Test Team’s Navigation Systems
Engineer. Despite the long hours devoted to
new destroyers, he also finds time to teach
astronomy to undergraduates at the University of South Alabama in Mobile. Rod has
been enthusiastically observing the night sky
since he received his first telescope, an humble 3-inch Tasco Newtonian, in 1965.
When he’s not on the road speaking at star
parties and at astronomy club meetings,
Uncle Rod shares a rambling old Victorian
home in Mobile’s Garden District, “Chaos
Manor South,” with his wonderful wife,
Dorothy, three cats and, at last count,
twelve telescopes.

The Uncle Rod Mollise interview…
Clayton: Uncle Rod, I have wanted to interview you for some time and I have finally
trapped you here! It’s great to have you
for this overdue interview.
Let’s get started… How did you first become interested in astronomy? Tell us
about observing in the “good old days”
(1960’s).
Uncle Rod: Howdy Clayton. I’m honored to be
here. As far as how I got started…well, I
can’t really remember a time when I wasn’t intrigued by the Great Out There. As a
wee sprout in the mid-late fifties, I scarfed
up every toy rocket I ran across on the
shelves of the five-and-dime store.
(Continued on page 6)
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The EPIPHANY came, however, at a fourth grade Show and Tell
(you old timers know what that was). A classmate of mine, a
certain Miss Stephanie, brought her Gilbert 60-mm reflector
(yes, a 60-mm reflector) to school to show off. I was blown
away by the idea that you could use the thing to see THE CRATERS OF THE MOON AND SATURN’S RINGS and was soon beggin’ the folks for a scope of my own. After a year or two of constant whining, I got one, a 3-inch Tasco reflector, a refugee
from a pawn shop. I blasted off, and have just kept on keepin’
on to this very day, 45 years later.
The 1960s? Waaaallll…your younger readers have no doubt
heard curmudgeons like Unk Rod do plenty of pontificatin’ on
how wonderful amateur astronomy was in the 1960s. I, however, ain’t reluctant to say I’d never go back. Yes, the skies
were a little bit darker, but not as much as you’d think in the
typical Baby Boom subdivision. Anyhow, darker skies were offset by the difficulty of obtainin’ a decent telescope. Yeah, the
Criterion RV-6 six inch reflector, for example, was great (one is
sitting in the livin’ room of Chaos Manor South at this very moment), but neither I nor any of my buddies could afford such a
thing. Its price seems modest today, $194.95, but that amount
in 1965 bucks translates into about 1300 2010 dollars. When
the average salary was around a hundred bucks a week, even
grownups had trouble with that.
What did you do? When you were ready to go beyond the
small reflector or refractor Santa brung you, you made your
own telescope, including the optics. Which I did when Aperture
Fever hit. There is something to be said for that, I reckon. Once
you’ve made a couple of mirrors of your own, you have a pretty
good idea what a good mirror is and how to tell. But I don’t kid
myself that the six-inch f/8 I homebrewed would come even
close to the quality of the very cheapest Chinese Dobsonian of
today.
Still, astronomy, amateur astronomy, was one hell of a lot of
fun back then. Not only was “space” all around us in the form
of Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo, we were young, and who ain’t
nostalgic for their lost youth?

Clayton: You started with a 3” reflector; how did you get hooked
on the Schmidt Cassegrain design?
Uncle Rod: By the mid-1970s, I was serving with the Strategic Air
Command in Arkansas. I was footloose and fancy free and suddenly possessed of way more disposable income than I’d had as
a student. Naturally, I’d buy my dream scope! My impossible
dream had morphed from an Edmund Scientific 6-inch Super
Space Conqueror in high school, to a Unitron 4-inch Photoequatorial in college, and had finally come to rest as a Cave 8inch f/7 Newtonian.
When I finally got my hands on my dream, I was mostly
pleased. Ecstatic, even. At first, anyhow. The Cave was a lovely
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thing, probably the apex of the 1960s 1970s commercial Newtonian maker’s art,
bein’ possessed of a beautiful and gleaming
white tube and a great, big pedestalmounted German equatorial mount (GEM)
equipped with (YEEHAW!) a good AC clock
drive. Soon, I was kickin’ out the jams with it
deep sky-wise in the uber-dark foothills of
the Ozark Mountains.
As I’ve often observed, however, after you
finally get your dream scope, you have to
learn to live with it, and that was where my
dream faded a bit. Imagine, if you will, manhandling a scope of this size and weight
down two flights of stairs and into the backseat and trunk of a Dodge Dart, driving a
couple of hours to observe, and reversing
the process at 3am in below-freezing temperatures. Before long, I found myself finding excuses why I just couldn’t go observin’,
no matter how good the conditions.
That is what led me to Celestron. After one
night with my new Orange Tube C8, I turned
to her and said, “I think this is the beginning
of a beautiful friendship.” And it was. And
how. Was I sad to sell the Cave with those
SUPER OPTICS? Maybe a little bit, but a C8,
then or now, ain’t a slouch. Maybe the Cave
wasn’t exactly all I’d dreamed of, either. Oh,
the optics were good, but maybe not quite
as good as I’d hoped. Perhaps Mr. Cave or
Alika Herring was havin’ some off days when
my mirror was made. Or, more likely, maybe
I just spent too many years with unrealistic
expectations of how good a Cave would be.
Clayton: In your latest book which I own (and
love), you mention a little about the Schmidt
Newtonian reflecting telescope. You stated
that only Meade in the past has made a
“serious” SNT. My question is, why didn’t
you mention the once popular Celestron 5
½” Comet Catcher of the 1980’s? They are
still a “prize” to find on AstroMart.
Uncle Rod: The main reason I didn’t mention that
(often) great little scope, a very nice example of which was owned by a good buddy of
mine, was that it is purty-much vanishingly
rare these days. It might be a good candidate for inclusion in my Used Cat Buyer’s
Guide, though (free at
(Continued on page 7)
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http://skywatch.brainiac.com/used/index.htm). I’d also be remiss if I didn’t say that at least some Comet Catchers I’ve tried
were optical bow-wows; they had, in Unclerodspeak, “punk
optics,” in typical Halley-era scope fashion.
Clayton: One telescope you raved on about in your book was the
Celestron NexStar GPS. I have to agree with you… I owned one
(the 8” version) for several years and I truly believe that it was
my all-time favorite scope. Tell us why you liked it so well.
Uncle Rod: For one thing, it came out just as Celestron was coming
off its serious early – mid 1990s slump. We’d become accustomed to the most “innovative” things in Celestron’s advertisements bein’ imported Plössls and red flashlights. The NS GPS
was just so damned purty; I was, frankly, gobsmacked when I
saw the first ads for it. Yes, the Celestron NexStar 8 and 5 which
preceded it were nice, but the GPS scopes definitely kicked
things up a substantial notch.
What makes the NexStar GPS series scopes such classics?
Mainly that they work so dadgummed well. There’s also the
beautiful and innovative design. This telescope would look right
at home on Captain Picard’s bridge on the Enterprise. And the
features…a carbon fiber tube was standard (there were a few
aluminum-tube versions made when Celestron ran short of
carbon fiber early on)…a Fastar compatible secondary was
standard…there was a GPS receiver, which was pretty high
tech, still, when the scope came out. I could go on. I just love
my NS11, “Big Bertha.”
Clayton: Twelve telescopes? Give us a brief overview of the “Dirty
Dozen” (no pun).
Uncle Rod: Hokay…now you’re gonna test my memory…and I am
too lazy to leave the warm kitchen and take a census in Choas
Manor South’s MASSIVE EQUIPMENT VAULT. You’ll note I don’t
have nothin’ truly REFINED—no APs or Taks—I reckon I just
ain’t a refined kinda cat. In no particular order:
The Nexstar 11 mentioned above, Big Bertha.
My truss tube Dobsonian (yes, contrary to popular belief, Unk
likes Dobs, too) Old Betsy. She began life as a Meade StarFinder
12.5-inch, but all that is left of that incarnation is the (excellent
Meade) primary. She sports a set of Sky Commander DSCs, and
can really kick butt under a dark sky.
You wouldn’t expect me to be C8-less wouldja? I currently own
three, the first of which in my affections is my 1995 Celestron
Ultima 8 OTA, “Celeste.” She’s now ridin’ on a CG5 mount—I
got tired of star hoppin’ about five years ago. Great optics in a
classy lookin’ black tube.
Next up C8-wise is a 1984 OTA off’n a Super Polaris C8 rig. She’s
got decent optics, and has the advantage of bein’ mounted to a
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dovetail by tube rings. That allows me to
easily install a Solar filter and some other
accessories that are problematical with
Celeste’s screwed-to-the OTA dovetail.
Finally, there’s mid-late 80s SPC8 OTA that
was donated to me by a kind person. It had a
few problems when I received it, but I was
able to put those right, and it’s OK for a Halleytime scope. I have it mounted on
Celeste’s Ultima 8 fork, since I couldn’t stand
to see that lovely mount go unused. Maybe
I’ll slap a set of DSC encoders on it and actually get it out in the field once in a while.
By the way, I’ve mentioned “Halley scopes” a
time or two. For the sprouts out there, Celestron and Meade were definitely qualitychallenged during the apparition of Comet
Halley in the mid 80s (and on to the early
90s). They were kicking all the scopes out
the door they could, and QA took a backseat,
to put it mildly.
A (Celestron branded) Short Tube 80 on an
EQ-1 mount, “Woodstock.” I find many uses
for this little bird, including duty as a grab-ngo solar scope, a guide scope, etc., etc., etc.
Every amateur needs one.
An Orion 4.5-inch StarBlast. If there’s a better grab ‘n go scope out there, I don’t know
what it is. Brings substantially more aperture
to bear on the deep sky than an 80mm refractor, and will take 200x on the Moon and
planets. I’ll admit I was skeptical about the
StarBlast, but my buddy Phil Harrington insisted I get one and I sure ain’t sorry I did.
A William Optics 80mm Megrez fluorite refractor. Nice to look through…lovely wide
field. But where this really shines is for imaging.
My Pretty Little Patriot, a 66mm SD refractor
from William Optics all dressed up in red,
white, and blue. Some folks call her “gaudy,”
I call her “beautiful.” Better at everything
than a Short Tube 80: visual observing, imaging, guide scope duty, you name it.
A Meade ETX-60. I bought this as a test, to
see if I’d like messin’ with go-to. I did, but
more to the point, “Snoopy” has proven
himself to be a wonderful, wide-field
“vacation scope” over almost a decade’s use
everywhere from Mount Pisgah to the Redneck Riviera.
(Continued on page 8)
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My Pal, a 1965 Edmund Scientific Palomar Junior 4.25-inch
Newtonian. This was my second scope, my first real scope, and
I still love her. She was restored to her original beauty last year
and currently stands beside #12 in the livin’ room.
Number 12 is a Criterion RV-6. When a nice feller offered to
donate this for use in my public outreach programs and with
my (university) astronomy students, I jumped on it. I’ve often
thought it would be nice to have a long-focal length scope with
excellent optics and without a lot of technical hoo-doo for use
with kids. The RV-6 is all of that, and is every bit as good as I
imagined it would be back when I was starin’ at the Criterion
advertisements in mid-60s issues of Sky and Telescope.
Well, yeah, thirteen. Call it a “baker’s dozen.” I purchased a
Synta/Konus 8-inch f/5 Newtonian on an EQ-4 German mount
when I was writin’ my book The Urban Astronomer’s Guide. I
didn’t want it to be aimed just at SCT users, and needed a
good, cheap 8-inch GEM Newt for some of the extensive observing I’d do for that book. After Urban Astronomer, I didn’t
have a lot of use for the telescope. An ATM pal of mine needed
an EQ-4, so I gave that to him in exchange for him converting
“Old Yeller” into a fancy and innovative Dobsonian. Why “Old
Yeller”? You’ll see why if you take a gander at the scope’s original picture: http://uncle-rods.blogspot.com/2009/03/rebirthof-telescope.html Despite the fact that it is mass produced and
machine made, the primary mirror is sweet.
Clayton: How do like teaching astronomy? Are your students eager
to learn? Do you provide star parties for them?
Uncle Rod: First off, let me say, “kids is kids,” and most of those
who pass through my classes are as smart (or moreso) than the
college students of my day. They get plenty of chances to use
telescopes (the department where I teach, the Physics Department, owns eight Meade LX10s). A large part of our observing
is doing serious data-taking, but I always insist they look at at
least one “pretty thing” every night. The expression on a previously blasé college freshman or sophomore’s face when she
sees Saturn with her own eyes for the first time is not to be
missed.
Clayton: What’s your star atlas of choice (booklet or electronic)?
Uncle Rod: I’ve used plenty of print atlases over the years, beginning with Norton’s and Skalnate Pleso and ending with HeraldBobroff and Millennium. I have little use for ‘em these days,
though. Computer “atlases” are just so much deeper and more
convenient. What do I like in that regard? What I’ve probably
used most lately is SkyTools 3, but I’m also fond of—among
others—Megastar, Cartes du Ciel, TheSky, and a new (to me)
and very pretty one that’s great for quick “what’s up” checks,
Stellarium.
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Clayton: Do you have an amateur observing mentor?
Uncle Rod: I am lucky to have had quite a few
“mentors” over the years. One person I’ve
known for a long, long time and who I still
turn to for counsel when I get in over my
head is Clay Sherrod, the justly famous “Doc
Clay.”
Clayton: Have you a favorite star party that you
attend regularly? Are there others?
Uncle Rod: I go to a lot of star parties as a
speaker, and have NEVER had a bad time at
any of ‘em, period. If you just insist I name
one or two favorites, though, one would be
The Texas Star Party, my wife, Miss Dorothy’s, all time fave. Our insane schedules
have kept us away from TSP in recent years,
but we look forward to returnin’ some day.
For me, the other would probably be the
Chiefland Star Party (Chiefland, Florida),
which is relatively close, and is possessed of
good skies, good weather (for this part of
the country), and, most of all, good people.
Clayton: How do you envision amateur astronomy in the next 25 years? Will the Cassegrain still be a popular design?
Uncle Rod: I’m sure it will be, in one form or another. It’s just so cotton-pickin’ versatile and
convenient. What will one be like then? Who
knows? The design continues to evolve—
witness Meade’s new ACF and Celestron’s
new Edge HD. As for amateur astronomy in
general? I ain’t about to hazard a guess. I
hope to still be around (barely) in 25 years,
but can’t imagine which way we will go. In
1965, who would have envisaged the Dobsonian revolution of the 80s? In ‘65, we’d
probably have prognosticated that the scope
of 2010 would be a 12.5-inch f/8 Newtonian
on a massive GEM and equipped a built in
filar micrometer and maybe a plate-holder
for 4 x 5 Tri-X film!
Clayton: Do you have any helpful advice to pass
on to observers just starting out in astronomy?
(Continued on page 13)
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Observatory Corner
By Bob Rogers, Observatory Chairman
Hello everyone.
As I write this on Saturday the 19th, I received an email from Bill
Pellerin asking where the GuideStar article was. Oops, I forgot it
– again. There just aren’t enough Post-it notes for reminders.
Sorry about that Bill.
Here goes – I saw from a few emails on the list server the comments about our grass growing project at the site. Just to fill everyone in about the project, after a good heavy rain, you can
HEAR and SEE the grass growing very quickly. OK, enough of
that.
The real answer is that the riding mower that is used to mow the
observing field and the Picnic area decided to go on strike. After
taking the mower to the John Deere repair shop in Weimer, it
was discovered that the piston rings were shot. So we basically
had the engine rebuilt, new blades installed and the Carburetor
cleaned and rebuilt. We are planning to get the mower back by
the 25th of this month. We used the tractor to mow the observing area and discovered that there is a problem with it overheating a lot. So, with the help of Lee Gibson today, we (Lee) pulled
the radiator out of the tractor for me to bring back and get
cleaned and boiled out. Let’s hope this fixes the problems and
we can put an end to the grass growing project.
On another note here concerning the site, this spring I discovered that we have 5 dead trees on the property. The first one is
at the entrance to the field; the next 2 are in the picnic area. All
3 of these are next to power lines. The 4th one is next to the
Bathrooms and the 5th one is close to the Tractor shed. I have
gotten several quotes for removing the trees at around $1300.
Normally, a few of us on the Observatory Committee would get
chain saws and take care of dead trees ourselves, but these
trees are big, tall and near critical areas such as power lines and
buildings. This is why I’m going for professional help on this. We
should have them down in the next week or so.
As Mike Dye once told me about this job – “As soon as you put
the fire out from one tree, you see the smoke from the fire burning from the next 2 trees”. No pun intended here. It never ends
out there, but I still enjoy doing the job, I think.
I do need to remind everyone that we need to start filling out
Log Reports at the site so I can give this information to the Fondren Foundation. The property is on a 99 year lease and part of
the Lease agreement is that HAS needs to report every year to
the Fondren Foundation that the Property is being used. The Log
Reports are located in the box in the middle of the field. Just
open the cover, fill out the report and then slide it into the slot

that is in the inside of the cover and then close
the box. It is very important that everyone fill
out a Log Report so that we are showing that
the Observing site is being used. Your help on
this is very much appreciated.
If you have a Randalls card, and have not done
so, please have it coded for the Houston Astronomical Society. Our number is #6618. The
Society gets 1% of the gross sales that members spend at Randalls. Randalls totals up the
amount spent each quarter and will send us a
check if the amount goes over $2,500.00, otherwise the total roles over to the next quarter
or zeros out at the end of the calendar year.
So please link your Randalls card to the Houston Astronomical Society so that the society
can benefit from this Randalls program. Our
number is #6618. This is very easy to do, just
go to the Courtesy Booth and tell the person
there what you want to do.
If you have any suggestions or thoughts for the
site, let me know.

Thanks,

Bob Rogers
Observatory Chairman
281-460-1573
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com
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Black Holes No Joke
By Dr. Tony Phillips
Kip Thorne: Why was the black hole hungry?
Stephen Hawking: It had a light breakfast!
Black hole
humor—you
gotta love it.
Unless
you’re an
astronomer,
that is. Black
holes are
among the
most mysterious and
influential
objects in
the cosmos,
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
yet astronoObservatory in Livingston, Louisiana. Each of the two mers cannot
arms is 4 kilometers long. LIGO has another such
see into
observatory in Hanford, Washington.
them, frustrating their
attempts to make progress in fields ranging from extreme gravity to
cosmic evolution.
How do you observe an object that eats light for breakfast?
“Black holes are creatures of gravity,” says physicist Marco Cavaglia of
the University of Mississippi. “So we have to use gravitational waves
to explore them.”
Enter LIGO—the NSF-funded Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
Observatory. According to Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity,
black holes and other massive objects can emit gravitational waves—
ripples in the fabric of space-time that travel through the cosmos.
LIGO was founded in the 1990s with stations in Washington state and
Louisiana to detect these waves as they pass by Earth.
“The principle is simple,” says Cavaglia, a member of the LIGO team.
“Each LIGO detector is an L-shaped ultra-high vacuum system with
arms four kilometers long. We use lasers to precisely measure
changes in the length of the arms, which stretch or contract when a
gravitational wave passes by.”
Just one problem: Gravitational waves are so weak, they change the
length of each detector by just 0.001 times the width of a proton! “It
is a difficult measurement,” allows Cavaglia.
Seismic activity, thunderstorms, ocean waves, even a truck driving by
the observatory can overwhelm the effect of a genuine gravitational
wave. Figuring out how to isolate LIGO from so much terrestrial noise

NASA Space Place
has been a major undertaking, but after
years of work the LIGO team has done it.
Since 2006, LIGO has been ready to detect
gravitational waves coming from spinning
black holes, supernovas, and colliding neutron stars anywhere within about 30 million light years of Earth.
So far the results are … nil. Researchers
working at dozens of collaborating institutions have yet to report a definite detection.
Does this mean Einstein was wrong?
Cavaglia doesn’t think so. “Einstein was
probably right, as usual,” he says. “We
just need more sensitivity. Right now
LIGO can only detect events in our little
corner of the Universe. To succeed, LIGO
needs to expand its range.”
So, later this year LIGO will be shut down
so researchers can begin work on Advanced LIGO—a next generation detector
10 times more sensitive than its predecessor. “We’ll be monitoring a volume of
space a thousand times greater than before,” says Cavaglia. “This will transform
LIGO into a real observational tool.”
When Advanced LIGO is completed in
2014 or so, the inner workings of black
holes could finally be revealed. The
punchline may yet make astronomers
smile.
Find out more about LIGO at
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/. The Space
Place has a LIGO explanation for kids (of
all ages) at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/ligo,
where you can “hear” a star and a black
hole colliding!
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Albireo—B and K Stars
By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Object: Albireo, Beta Cyg
Class: Double Star—showing two colors, B and K
Magnitude: 3.05
R.A.: 19 h, 30 m, 43 s
Dec: 27 deg, 57 m, 35 s
Constellation: Cygnus
Size/Spectral: B and K
Distance: 385.5 ly
Separation: 35 arc-seconds
Optics needed: Small telescope to see individual stars

Why this object is interesting.
Albireo is also called Beta Cyg, which should make it the second
brightest star in the constellation Cygnus, but it isn’t. It’s the 5th
brightest star. This problem exists in other constellations as well,
and it may be because, over time, stars have changed in
brightness, it may be because the ability to determine brightness
of stars was not always as good as it is now, or it may be because
someone chose to call Albireo Beta Cyg in spite of the fact that
there are brighter stars in the constellation. Hard to say.
Last month, this column discussed Zeta Oph, an O class star. This
month, we’ll take a look at a B class star with a K class companion.
Remember that stars exist in the classes OBAFGKM from hotter to
cooler. See last month’s article for more information.
B class stars are ‘blue-white’, so they are very hot; in fact, the B
class stars have a surface temperature between 10,000 and
30,000 K (Kelvin), compared with the Sun’s surface temperature
of about 5,800 K. The interiors of these stars are much hotter.
Different sources
K (main sequence) class stars are ‘orange’ by convention, and
have a surface temperature of between 3,700 and 5,200 K.
They’re much smaller, too, sometimes approaching the diameter
of the Sun, but not normally larger. Having said that, most
sources agree that the red star in the Albireo pair is a red giant,
not a main sequence star.
Astronomers, creative people that they are, call stars in double
star systems ‘A’ and ‘B’. Albireo A is the K (orange) star and
Albireo B is the B (blue) star. The colors you see when you look at

Map from TheSky X

Albireo

these stars are very subjective. The K star looks
golden to me and the B star looks blue/white.
Anyway, assuming the two stars are about the
same age, Albireo A, a red giant, started life as a
more massive star that has now burned off most
of its hydrogen and is now burning (fusing, really)
helium. Albireo B is thought to be a low mass star
still on the main sequence. Someday, Albireo B
will move off the main sequence and the pair
may contain two red stars. It all depends on the
timing.
It’s not determined that these stars are
gravitationally bound to each other. An orbital
period for the pair hasn’t been determined in the
time astronomers have been watching the pair,
but it would be a long, slow orbit if, in fact these
two stars are orbiting their common center of
mass. Within our ability to measure the distance
to these stars, and the separation we see, the
stars would be about 4000 AU apart and the
orbital period would be about 100,000 years.
There’s a bit more to the story. Albireo B is also a
double star, with a companion less than 1/2 of an
arc-second away. This may be able to be seen in
(Continued on page 13)
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The Crab Nebula Jet
by Richard Nugent

M1 (NGC 1952)

is paramount.

In 1970, Canadian astronomer
Sidney van den Bergh detected
a faint jet like structure extendRA = 5h 34m 32s
Size: 0.5 x 0.9 parsecs (jet)
ing away from the north-west
part of the Crab’s filaments
DEC = +22° 00' 56"
Distance = 2.0 kpc (6,500 ly)
from a photograph taken with
the 48-inch Schmidt telescope
on Mt. Palomar. Because of the jet’s low
NGC 1952, the “guest star” reported by Chinese astronomers on July
surface brightness, it remained unde4, 1054 has developed into the well known Crab Nebula. It is known as
tected for several decades on photoM1 in Charles Messier’s famous catalogue of non-stellar objects. It is
graphic plates taken, since most of volume
seemingly the most thoroughly studied object in the universe. Over
of research on the Crab was in the non6,000 research papers, books and symposiums have appeared on this
optical region of the spectrum. The jet
object, most since the discovery of the pulsar at the center of the nebexhibits the same type of filamentary
ula. Just about every astronomy textbook has photos of the Crab
structure as the rest of the nebula. Figure
Nebula. Its widespread popularity as an astronomical deep sky object
1 shows an image of the jet feature taken
in 1988. This CCD image was taken on the
Kitt Peak 4-meter telescope under reported 0.9 arc second seeing. Measurements of the jets filaments over a 5 year
baseline allowed astronomers to determine its motion. Robert Fesen and Bryan
Staker reported in Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society for June 1993
that the jets filaments are moving outward from the nebula at an average speed
of 0.26"/yr, or 2,460 km/sec at the presumed distance of M1 of 2 kpc.
Despite the peculiar appearance of the jet
with respect to the general appearance of
the nebula, the jet takes part in the general expansion of the nebula. This outward
expansion velocity is actually consistent
with other expansion studies of the outer
regions of the nebula. But surprisingly,
the symmetry axis of the jet is not aligned
with the center of expansion of the remnant, nor that of the current position of
the pulsar.
Figure 1. The Crab Nebula jet photographed by the 4 meter Kitt
Peak reflector in November, 1988.

With an assumed distance to the Crab of 2
kpc, the size of the jet measures 0.5 x 0.9
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

pc. Radial velocity measurements indicate a tube-like structure with
walls expanding out at ~ 300 km/sec, or 63 AU/yr. The origin of the
jet is controversial. Some of the theories are: 1) a relativistic plasma
beam, 2) a pre-supernova red giant mass-loss wake, or 3) propagation of the supernova material along the interior of the mass loss
trail.
Several unanswered questions that may help resolve the nature of
the jet, (i) is it a hollow structure with few internal knots and filaments? and (ii) does the northern tip of the jet show any evidence of
closure, as might be expected in a bubble-like structure marked by
low velocity filaments along its northern tip? Fesen and Staker measured the radial velocity of a knot near the northern tip of the jet and
found it had a high velocity consistent with an open ended form.
Their study of 14 knot/filaments suggested a convergence date
(outburst date of the supernova) later than the 1054 AD event. This
is consistent with the well known acceleration of the expansion of
the supernova remnant.
Although the visible jet is not visible in amateur telescopes, it would
be a challenge object for CCD imagers using a red filter.
Richard Nugent is the education committee chair for the Houston
Astronomical Society. He coordinates the HAS awards program for
the Houston Science and Engineering Fair.

(Continued from page 8)

Uncle Rod: Yep. Firstly, if you are readin’ this,
I assume you’ve already done the most
important thing, joined an astronomy
club. Secondly, stick with that club.
Thirdly, don’t believe everything you
read on the consarned Internet amateur
astronomy forums. Fourthly, don’t obsess about optical quality and cleanliness.
Just get your wonderful telescope—and
ANY telescope is wonderful—out under
the stars at every opportunity and luxuriate in our beautiful Universe.
Clayton: Is there an email address that you
have that a Houston Astronomical Society member could contact you for an
additional question or two?
Uncle Rod: Feel free to give me a shout at any
time at rmollise@bellsouth.net
Clayton: Thanks Uncle Rod for taking the time
to share your interest and thoughts
within our HAS newsletter, the GuideStar. We wish you luck with all of your
astronomy interests. Please come visit
our society when in the Houston area,
we’d love to see you.

(Continued from page 11)

Clear skies always!

a ground-based or a space-based telescope, although this doesn’t
seem to be a priority for the professional astronomers.
This means that this is really a triple star system, and although you
won’t see the third star from your back yard, just knowing that it’s
there may enhance the experience.
There remains some confusion about the name of the star. What
does seem to be clear is that the name Albireo is not from Arabic
origin. It is commonly agreed that the constellation Cygnus
represents a swan, and the name Albireo seems like an Arabic name,
but it isn’t. The name started with a translation of a Greek name into
a Latin name. Someone then thought the result looked like an Arabic
name and we’ve known the star as Albireo ever since.
At 10:00 p.m. on July 15, Albireo is over 45 degrees above the
eastern horizon.
I never tire of looking at Albireo. I looked at it last night (6/19), in fact
and the beautiful color difference between these two stars is nothing
short of beautiful and amazing. You’ve probably seen this star, but
give it another look.

Uncle Rod: My pleasure! If Miss D. and I can
ever cut back on the workaholic bidness,
we’d love to do just that some day. My
best to all your excellent club members,
and thanks again for interviewing this old
hillbilly!

Clayton L. Jeter is an avid SCT visual
observer and a long time member of the
Houston Astronomical Society. Contact
him at: stonebloke@gmail.com

Houston
Astronomical
Society
P.O. Box 20332
Houston, TX 77225-0332
General Membership Meeting
The Houston Astronomical Society holds its
regular monthly General Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless
rescheduled due to a holiday. Meetings are
in Room 117 of the Science and Research
Building at the University of Houston. A
Novice Presentation begins at 7:00 p.m.. The
short business meeting and featured speaker
are scheduled at 8:00 p.m.
Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by
the stadium.
Board of Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors Meeting is held on
dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 p.m. at
the Houston Chronicle office, downtown.
Information provided to GuideStar will be
published. The meetings are open to all
members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.
GuideStar Information
The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by
the Houston Astronomical Society. All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of Houston
Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting
Notice is included herein. GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of
H.A.S., and to persons interested in the organization's activities. Contributions to
GuideStar by members are encouraged.
Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the
article in text, MS-Word format via email
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be
received by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end
of the same month. Or, bring copy to the
General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.
Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin,
713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8061;
Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization.
The HAS is a group of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom
are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:
Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to

observe the universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for

yourself!
A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with

speakers of interest.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the

general public (such as Star Parties at schools)
A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations
Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap

stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.
You'll have a great time.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting on Friday, July 2
7:00 Novice & Site Orientation
8:00 General Meeting

University of Houston
Directions to meeting:
From I-45 going south (from downtown)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn right on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
From I-45 going north (from NASA/Galveston)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn left on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
Parking:
There is Free Parking, BUT DO NOT PARK IN ANY
RESERVED PARKING SPACES AT ANY TIME.
U of H parking enforcement will ticket your vehicle.

